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MOLLY WILLMS / EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Supporters and opponents of both debaters sat together at Tuesday’s debate.

Candidates spar on jobs, healthcare
Molly Willms
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

While the incumbent repeated
her message of community presence, her opponent challenged
her answers to questions.
While Bachmann’s people
hurried her away after the debate,

Graves took questions from the
front of the stage.
While Graves supporters were
vocal during the debate, Bachmann supporters mostly kept to
quiet applause.
Minnesota’s Congressional District Six took place today at the

MOLLY WILLMS / EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Graves addresses Bachmann as he answers the moderator’s
question.

River’s Edge Convention Center
in St. Cloud.
The St. Cloud Chamber,
along with the Rotary Club and
the city of St. Cloud, supported
the event. The moderator was
Theresa Bohnen, of the St. Cloud
Chamber of Commerce.
“I enjoy seeing the debates, of
course, and like to hear the opposing views,” said debate attendee
Mary T. Howard, who will vote
Democrat in this election.
The convention center was
nearly full, and supporters of both
sides were seated immediately
next to one another. In some
areas, a blue pro-Bachmann sign
could be seen right next to a white
sign sporting Bachmann’s name
-- crossed out.
“Really, this year, it’s about
economic issues,” said Beau Jacobson, SCSU student and Bachmann supporter. “I think students
focus too much on social issues.”
The debate began shortly
tion Bohnen asked was what each
candidate thought the biggest
challenge was for St. Cloud.
that job creation was the most
important from what she’d heard

in talking to her constituents.
Graves also stressed job creation,
but unlike Bachmann, he didn’t
emphasize business expansion.
Instead, Graves said job creation
started with good representation
in Congress.

MOLLY WILLMS / EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Bachmann sits with Graves before the debate begins.

Students’ debt
draws attention

My Ride gives those looking
for a sober ride a new option
STAFF WRITER

No more parking tickets.
No more early morning
rides.
Those looking to get
their car home after a night
out on the town now have a
new option.
Based on a similar
service that its owners Pete
Rengel and Nate Landwehr
saw in Denver, My Ride is
a non-traditional taxi cab
service.
The idea is simple: You
drive your car wherever it
is you want to go. If you
end up having too much to
drink, call them to schedule
a pickup. They arrive on

INSIDE

their lightweight compact
scooter, put it in your trunk,
and drive you home.
Once you – and your
car – are home safe, they
head off to the next destination.
“We started My Ride
because we believe it deters
people from one of the
biggest reasons why people
drink and drive -- the need
to get their car home,” Rengel said.
Of course, convenience
comes at a cost. Rates start
at $10 for the initial pickup;
from there it’s $3 each
additional mile (with a $1
charge for any additional
stops within reason).
“For a few dollars more
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at Bachmann when he said, “We

Company takes new
look at old problem

Nick Longworth

need someone who can create
jobs, not headlines.”
Bachmann responded to this
by repeating her campaign’s latest
approach, that she is here, meaning she’s present on the district

Ryan Fitzgerald
ASST. NEWS EDITOR

SHUN JIE YONG / VISUALS EDITOR

a different approach to getting people home safely.

than the traditional cab service, our patrons have their
car in the morning. They
don’t have to get up earlier
to get a ride to their car

in the morning,” Landwehr
said. “They do not need
to worry about what may
happen to their vehicle in

someone to give them a ride

Check out our online content.
Visit universitychronicle.
net, or scan the QR code to
see everything the Chronicle has to offer, including
videos, galleries and
podcasts.
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Student debt is sweeping the nation like an F5
tornado, and Minnesota is
ranked 5th in the country
when it comes to post-graduation student debt.
In the most recent poll,
the Star Tribune stated that
in 2011 the average debt for
undergraduate students was
$26,000. SCSU’s average
indebtedness is $28,000,
according to Michael Uran,
“Well, it is a topic of
great concern and in the
news a lot right now,” Uran
said about students graduating with large debts. “It’s
not new to us; it’s something we’ve monitored for
quite some time now.”
“It is a concern nation-

Electile Disfunction comes to SCSU

wide, and here at SCSU,
so we are taking whatever
steps necessary to try and
help students work through
borrowing to help pay for
their education,” Uran said.
SCSU participates in
the federal loan program
which is composed of three
main programs, including
subsidized direct loans,
meaning a need-based loan;
unsubsidized loans, meaning a no need-based loan;
and a parent or plus loan
that is mostly uncommon.
A limited amount of SCSU
students use a Perkins Loan
because Minnesota limits
the funding to this program.
“Minnesota also has
a self-loan program, and
private loan opportunities

Debt / Page 4

Page 7
LGBT History Month
wrapped up on Friday
with a performance from
Kinsey Sicks, a traveling drag show act, in the
Atwood Ballroom.
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HOUSING

HOUSING

WORK

Your New Home
for 2013-2014
school year.
Charlamain SCSU
Apartment homes
conveniantly located across
from Halenbeck.
Check us out at:
charlamainscsu.
managebuilding.com
call (320)240-0234
Sublets for Female
and Males
In studio and 4 bedroom apts.
Heat paid, A/C, Parking,
Close. Avail. Now and Jan 1.
E.P.M. 251-6005
Campus East Rooms
$250 per month. Heat,
Basic cable included.
On bus line.
320-654-8300
www.nomgmt.com/ce
Bedrooms For Rent!
Walking distance to campus.
Mention this ad get 1/2 off
frist month Rent!
Heat, Basic cable included.
320-249-3090
www.nomgmt.com/us
2013-2014 School Year.
Houses/Apts/Lofts.
40+ Houses.
Dan 251-1925
mpmstudenthousing.com

Now Leasing
2013-2014 Houses.
3BR-11BR. 40+ Locations.
Dan 320-351-1925
mpmstudenthousing.com
Fair Winds Apt.
Great 3 Bedrooms
1 1/2 Bath Apts.
Heat, Water and Garbage
included. Starting at $710!
320-249-3090
www.nomgmt.com/fa
1 or 2 Bedroom Apt.
Great location to campus!
Heat, Water, Garbage,
Basic cable included.
On Bus Line!
Starting at $470
320-654-8300
www.nomgmt.com/fv

Powder Ridge, Kimball
is in need of ski and
snowboard instructors,
part time Dec-Mar; also lift,
tubing, rental, and kitchen
workers. Apply online at
www.powderridge.com
320-398-7200

mpmstudenthousing.com
Imediate Opening 1 BDR.
Kitchen, Living Room.
Off Street Parking. $440
Plus gas. 2 Blocks off Campus. No pets, No parties,
No Smoking
SM&M Properties
253-1100
Avail. Now 12/1 & 1/1
1 BR, 2BR apts, single rooms.
Various locations.
Dan 251-1925
mpmstudenthousing.com

Caretaker/
Security Person.
Live in studio or 4 bedroom
apt. Reduced Rent Plus
hourly wage. Start 1/1/13
Excel Prop. MGMT
251-6005
Make the holidays
special for you and
someone else at
Winter Camp!
Work or volunteer over
your holiday break at winter
camp with people with
developmental
disabilities as a camp
counselor. Training, room
& board provided. Apply at
www.friendshipventures.org
or call 1-800-450-8376

PERSONALS
Jesus, Allah, Satan are
pretend.
mentally ill. Athesism is true.
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Love Wave ‘Inspyres’ voters

Events
Calendar

Ryan Japs

Tuesday

BEAT REPORTER

Getting young people excited to vote can be
-

Student parent
support group

-

the Engineering and
The group organized an event called the

-

Student Parent Support

The ‘Love Wave’, an event meant to encourage students to vote, was held in the Atwood Ballroom on Oct. 31.

Wednesday
-

Women on
Wednesday

-

-

An estimated number of over 1000 students
were in attendance.

Atwood Ballroom.

-

Wednesday
Hank Shea Ethics
Program: The
True Story of
a White Collar
Criminal’s Road to
Redemption

-

Panelists discuss homosexuality, faith
to a church that accepted her and

Joe Edmonds
STAFF WRITER

-

the outcome at the end of the day on

-

-

-

convicted criminal to

Friday

-

-

to each panel member and each cited

-

HBS Dining
Etiquette &
Networking
Program

-

-

Friday
Feedback Fridays

alumni the opportunity
to meet one-on-one

News
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My Ride

Debt

Continued from Page 1

Continued from Page 1

parking lots overnight. They
won’t receive tickets for parking
on the road. But most of all, they
do not need to feel the temptation to drive.”

at SCSU use,” Uran said. When
students agree to the main three loan
programs they must sign a Master

St. Cloud State University
13 Stewart Hall
St. Cloud, Minnesota
56301-4498

Sept. 2012, My Ride has experienced rapid popularity growth
in its short existence. With the
-

“This note is good for ten years so if a
student decides to switch schools they
will pay and get the same rates,” Uran
stated.

Phone

say My Ride provides the perfect
alternative.
“We have seen steady growth
since we started. We are very
pleased at the responses we are
receiving from our patrons,”
Rengel said. “We have started a
referral program where wait staff
ing $1 off for their customers. We
service they will really appreciate
it.”
Cloud, there are no limits as to
how far they will go for a pickup.
“If you need to go to Alexandria and have the means to pay
andria,” said Jim Frederickson,
General Manager of My Ride.
thought of someone else drivMy Ride’s insurance policies (of
which they can give you proof

of the default rate is always associated
in the conversation, Uran mentioned.
Only 5.5 percent of SCSU under-

The scooters can fold up and are easily transported.
on sight). Frederickson said each

Customers can rest assured
knowing they not only took the
safe alternative to getting their
tally friendly one as well.
ers- 10 are completely electric

“The way we measure default is
a three years after a student gradu-

-

said.
The national average of default is
13.4 percent. “So far students seem to

160MPG,” Frederickson said.
My Ride plans to continue
operating all through the winter
season.
“As long as there isn’t snow we
plan to run rides as long as pos-

in a relatively good manner,” Uran
said.
But there are those students who
Kroiss, a SCSU junior hasn’t had to

snow does come we will have to
deal with that.”
To schedule a pickup, call
320-339-8090.

GM Jim Frederickson takes a
scooter out for a ride.

Debate

Uran said Minnesota has a tradi-

and listening to her constituents.
From the crowd, this

only representative to not
directly contact workers
after the Memorial Day
Fire at the Verso Paper
Mill in Sartell.
Tom Hickey, a union
worker from the mill, said
Bachmann “lied to us
union, she never has.”
Reports indicate that
a Bachmann staffer was
The Graves campaign
made an ad implying that
Bachmann was not present
on KSTP’s “Truth Test,”
this ad received a D.
set the stage for the next
presented format, it went
over time, and the ending
topic was often far from
shifted from St. Cloud’s
greatest challenge to
which was also cause for
disagreement among the
candidates.
concerned the Patient
Protection and AffordGraves repeated his posiits good aspects along with

college, said, “I am lucky to have a
mother who’s worked hard all her life,
so she can afford my education without
me stressing out.”
SCSU, compared to other universities in Minnesota, costs an average
fees and the Husky Unlimited Meal
Plan. Compare that to the University of Minnesota’s $13,524 for only

Continued from Page 1

met with mixed reviews.
“She’s very honest,
she’s very hands-on,” said
Kitt Belanger, an SCSU
graduate student and
Bachmann supporter.
Some constituents
disagree. Bachmann has

money than is necessary.
“It’s something we are certainly
keeping an eye on,” Uran said. When
students are deciding to take out a
and food. SCSU freshmen are allowed
Graves provides one of several answers to Bohnen’s questions.
Bachmann said the
act will cost thousands of
in free-market health care.
She also criticized Graves
Graves returned with his
original statement that he
doesn’t support or not sup“You can have your
have your facts on this
one,” Graves said.
As the discussion of
on, Bachmann said that
tens of millions of people
would lose employer
health insurance and the
increase in healthcare
spending in this country is
due to government interference in health care.
Her latter statement
was met with a mix of
positive and negative audience reaction.
After the health care
the topic to Social Security
and Medicare. She asked
the candidates what they
would do to reform these
institutions.
Graves suggested removing the cap on Social
Security, which dictates
the amount paid to the
Social Security dependent
upon the amount an employee earns, over raising
the retirement age, while
Bachmann contended that
making future generations

pay for Social Security was
immoral.

she does visit campus and
speak to students, and

more if a student is independent, Uran
stated.
rowed $3500 for one semester last year
and $1000 this semester. “I used it all

continually said that Bachmann was not answering

when they graduate.
Graves’ answer to
what he’d do to support

she said. “I knew I was going to have

increasing grant money
and making student loans

college, and I plan on taking more
loans in the future.”
Uran often advises students that

was only saying what she
didn’t support.
mann added that she was
working to reform the
systems.
Toward the end of
Graves for using what he
called “political speak.”
He meant that she wasn’t
confronting the issues in a
straightforward and simple
that sounded good.
When Bachmann
insisted that “I do not
do political speech,” the
audience erupted. It’s

mann’s staff surrounded
her and hurried her out
the door. Before she left,
and against the wishes of
her staff, she answered
you spoken to the student
newspaper at SCSU?
Her response was that

Only a few of Bachmann’s supporters stayed
to demonstrate after the

she was leading the moveacare, which he said would
have a “devastating effect”
on his generation.

avoided political speech
from the crowd.

transparent.
“Bachmann, she
doesn’t listen to the community, she listens only
to the corporations,” said
Antonia Alvarez, one of a
group of women holding
a large neon-colored sign
outside of the RECC after

-

the exclamation meant,

-

University
Chronicle

shouting, sign-holding
crowds had vanished.
Each side was sending
and receiving positive and
social media.

day, according to Graves’

and how much they take out. “We
really try to encourage students to
not take out more than they need,
graduation,” he said.
One catch that many students don’t
they can take out is the added stress it
will have on them. “I am very stressed
interest,” Volavka said. “The fact that
I am paying for most of my classes
through loans makes me want to do
that 35 percent of students that graduate from SCSU don’t take out loans.
“That leaves us with 65 percent of
students who take out loans, which is
right around the national average,”
Uran said.
proper amount they need, and not take
out unnecessary funds according to
Uran.
ter chance they will have of enhancing
their lifestyle in the future,” Uran said.

editor@
universitychronicle.net
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Corrections
The University Chronicle
prides itself on journalistic
integrity. We strive to

Graves supporters continued to picket after the debate.

prone to human mistakes.
We will correct any errors
of fact or misspelled names
promptly. Call 308.4086 with
any corrections.
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University Chronicle
Election 2012 Survey

Are you voting in this year’s election?
Yes: 97.6%
No: 1.2%
Not sure: 1.2%

University Chronicle - Page 5

For U.S. senator?

On the marriage amendment?

Amy Klobuchar: 63.9%

No: 67.5%

Stephen Williams: 4.8%
Tim Davis: 1.2%
Other/Not voting for U.S. senator: 9.6%

Not sure/not voting on marriage amendment: 9.6%

Yes: 22.9%

Kurt Bills: 20.5%

“The word ‘marriage’ has never been a
static term historically, why can’t the term
continue to adapt?”

“She is an amazing U.S. Senator. We just
cannot go wrong with her on our side.”

“I cannot support giving Mr. Reid (D-NV) another the coastal progressive and pseudo intellectuals who
vote to obstruct any business he desires in the United fancy themselves morally superior...”
“Because it will be a close election and my
vote matters. Even though I forgot to register States Senate.”
early, I still plan on voting!”
On the voter ID amendment?
For U.S. representative, district 6?
No: 47%

How are you voting for president?

Jim Graves: 60.2%

Obama/Biden: 59%

Other/Not voting for U.S. representative, D6: 16.9%

Yes: 31.3%

Michele Bachmann: 22.9%

Romney/Ryan: 31.3%

“Because Michele Bachmann is dangerous,
both rhetorically and policy-wise, especially
when it comes to social issues.”

Johnson/Gray: 8.4%
Stein/Honkala: 3.6%
Morstad/Hyland: 1.2%
Other/Not voting for president: 2.4%

Not sure/not voting on marriage amendment: 7.2%
“It’s a good idea to help secure voting, but
this particular amendment is a poor choice.”
One response: “This survey is set up poorly.
looking to publish this and call it news.”

“I want to vote for Jill Stein, but to me, it
would be a wasted vote. I can’t chance Mitt
Romney winning.”

The results displayed are representative
of 83 responses to an informal
survey created and distributed by the
University Chronicle.
“I think he will be the best candidate for my future.”
To get your voice heard in future surveys,
check out our social media!

ACROSS
1. Value

eye

20. Sow

-

Oct. 29 solution
DOWN
45. Reject

30. Pee

49. Loyalty

48. Put away

33. Fuss
34. Close
60. Not short

er

-

Crossword courtesy of mirroreyes.com
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Compatriots should use better
Don’t vote for Michele Bachmann
arguments to oppose gay marriage Minnesota
Michele Bachmann has been making
come to St. Cloud.” At this point, Bachlook stupid for far too long.
The most salient, and perhaps most
vacuous, argument against legalizing gay
marriage includes the argument from
tradition – as if tradition alone is the ultimate arbiter of what is good and just.
With this logic, we could argue for
the reintroduction of many unfortunate historical patterns like stoning to
death those who commit misdemeanors,
employing children, or forcing people of
color to the back of the bus.
These suggestions probably seem just
as absurd to the reader as they do to the
author. Our 21st-century minds wouldn’t
consider a referendum on stoning, child
labor, or Civil Rights, yet when it comes
to arguments against legalizing gay marriage, some of us still manage to bolster
our delusion of the ethical high-ground,
even in the long shadow of our historical
continuum.

It is on the premise of equality and
social justice that our society has taken
measures to structure our institutions in a
way that biases them toward equal treatment and fair opportunity of minority
groups. Yet, many citizens still manage
to distinguish the rights of our LBGT
populations from the rights of others.
This line of reasoning is inconsistent at
best.
Why add another chapter of preventable injustice to our history books by voting against gay marriage initiatives? But
if you are still compelled to vote against
gay marriage, I urge my fellow compatriots to at least use better arguments.
After all, we have the umbra of history to
remind us that tradition, in and of itself,
is not a sound advocate for social justice.
By Nathaniel Joseph Van Heuveln

Everyone I talk to from across the nation
asks me why someone so crazy could be
elected, and I have no answer for them.
During her run for the presidential bid
she missed over 90% of the votes in congress; she clearly does not care about our
state or representing our voices.
Last week at a meeting with the
Central Minnesota Manufacturer’s Association, Bachmann made a complete
fool of herself in front of local business
people. She does not know the needs of
Minnesota businesses and does not know
the needs of Minnesota citizens. She is
too out of touch. Her bigotry has hurt
our country. She thought that the biggest
problems facing Minnesota businesses
are federal tax codes and government
regulations. Business owners responded
back with “No, not at all. We lack skilled
workers and good transportation, we
want the Northstar Commuter Rail to

she had no idea the issues facing employers because she HASN’T BEEN HERE!
I won’t even get into her comments
on the Muslim Brotherhood’s conspiracy
say that Senator John McCain (RArizona) said that her attack on a fellow
American was based on “nothing more
than fear of who they are and ignorance
of what they stand for. It defames the
spirit of our nation, and we all grow
poorer because of it.”
I have never seen a more closeminded, evil-spirited person than Michele Bachmann in my life. People of the
sixth district, I understand you identify
yourself as a republican, but do not let
this continue. Do not vote for Michele
Bachmann on Nov. 6.
By Max Adamson

Support Zach Dorholt: legislators need to work together to improve education
Education is perhaps the single most important issue
for our state and I think it’s time to send some people
down to the legislature who will work together and
make E-12 and Higher Education a top priority in this
state again. I believe Zach Dorholt is the right candidate
for our campus and larger community.
Providing students with the best education is the
key to growing our world-class workforce, which has
put Minnesota ahead of the curve and given us more
Fortune 500 companies per capita than nearly every
other state. A high-quality education is a stepping-stone

into the middle class, living the American Dream, and
leaving a better future for generations to come.
However, we are slipping in Minnesota. Minnesota
ranks 22nd in E-12 education funding and our classroom sizes rank us at 47th. Last year things got worse
when the majority party in the legislature borrowed
over $2.4 billion from our schools with no plan to pay it
all back. Over the last two years, the current legislature
also cut higher education funding by 12 percent, slashing resources to 1998 levels. As such, a college student
in Minnesota will graduate with an average debt of

almost $30,000.
More of the same is not working. Let’s vote for
someone who believes education should be our top priority and is willing to work across the aisle to get results.
Zach Dorholt believes in supporting education, investing in our future, and working in a bipartisan way to
Minnesota an education leader once again.
By Jared Munson
SCSU College Democrats Co-President

IN HER OWN WORDS

Vote No, and work to prevent real voter fraud

Molly Willms
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

If you know me, you know I won’t
hitch my wagon to any star.
I tend to lean toward Liberalism –
I’m not a Democrat.
I am critical of religious institutions –
I’m not a member of the Secular Student Alliance.
I am disgusted at human rights violations in Israel and Palestine – I’m not
pro- or anti- either side.
I think critically about every issue, examine the facts and, when possible, make
my mind up.
So when it comes to the so-called
voter ID amendment in Minnesota, it’s
easy for me to say that I’m voting no.
I’m not going to give money to any

campaign or hold up signs supporting the
anti-voter ID PAC. I simply can not call
myself a journalist – a critical-thinker –
and vote yes.
Supporters of the amendment are
taking the classic approach of muddling
and confusing the issue so that people
won’t look at the facts (just like the vote
yes people on the other amendment,
interestingly).
They use slogans like, “Voter fraud is
real!”
The slogan is so simple and easy to
digest and, when backed up with faulty
and unexplained facts, sounds so common-sense.
That’s their trick: it sounds so reason-

for the people who typically vote for the
other side.
Yeah, I said it. The voter ID amendment is just one more case of election
fraud.
It attacks the people who vote for “the
other guys” instead of actually tackling
the real issues that contribute to voter

didn’t see why anyone would vote no.
Yes, voter fraud IS real. It has been
used by the pro-voter ID people in states
all across the country this election.
Sure, I’ll repeat that: the pro-voter ID
people commit voter fraud.
Don’t get me wrong, both parties do
seedy things to steal elections.
But cases of actual voter impersonation in order to steal an election? Virtually non-existent.

Worth 100 Words
paigning, the day that will decide the fate of America, at least
for the next four years, is set on Tuesday. Even though I am
not a U.S. citizen and am not able to vote on the amendments
and for the candidates, it was indeed an eye-opening experience to live in the center of this organized chaos. I truly admire the freedom of expression in this country and urge my
fellow American friends to cherish their rights. You all have
shown me how a patriotic citizen should act.
Go forward, America.
Jason Tham
Opinions Editor

fraud on both sides.
Voting yes on voter ID isn’t voting
against dishonest elections.
The amendment makes a small prob-

If you want to steal an election,
you’ll stuff absentee ballots, throw out
in-person ballots, send partisan polling

wing.
If you truly believe in preventing
voter fraud, you’ll vote no on this amendment, then push for real election reform.
If you believe in the power of the
vote – all votes – you can’t vote yes on
voter ID.

GRAPHIC COURTESY OF MINNPOST.COM

Have an opinion?
Send a letter to the
editor.

LIKE OUR
STORIES?
Scan QR code
to read more
opinion pieces
online!

Web
www.universitychronicle.net
Email
opinions@universitychronicle.net
Mail
13 Stewart Hall, SCSU
St. Cloud, MN 56301

or visit:
universitychronicle.net
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UPCOMING
EVENTS
ON CAMPUS
International Film Series:
A Dangerous Love Affair
AMC Theater
Nov. 5, 7 p.m.
Jazz Concert
Ruth Gant Recital Hall
(PAC)
Nov. 7, 7:30 p.m.
Local Live Music Series:
Pop/Electro featuring
Love Out Loud and
Challenger
AMC Quarry
Nov. 8, 7:30 p.m.
Atwood Movie Night: TED

AMC Theater
Nov. 8, 8 p.m.*
Comedy Night Featuring
Steve Hofstetter
AMC Quarry
Nov. 10, 8 p.m.
Junior Flute Recital:
Jemma Hauschild
Ruth Gant Recital Hall
(PAC)
Nov. 10, 6 p.m.
OFF CAMPUS
The White Keys
Keller Bar
Nov. 9, 10 p.m.
Music at St. Mary’s Concert

St. Mary’s Cathedral
Nov. 11, 1:30 p.m.

Winnie, Rachel, Trixie, and Trampolina strike a pose while performing in the Atwood Ballroom. The Kinsey Sicks have
been around since 1993.

Four queens for president: Kinsey Sicks
Molly Willms
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

When trying to communicate
the 2012 Republican presidential
platform, it’s most effective to
If by effective, of course, you
mean hilarious, and did I mention shockingly accurate?
The four queens of the Kinsey Sicks have done just that in
their show Electile Dysfunction,
which they performed at SCSU
“It’s a little bit of a break
from the seriousness of all the
political ads and whatnot,” said
Brandon Johnson, director of
The group, established
in 1993, used the show as a
means to promote their satirical
presidential candidacy for the
The GOP and the religious
right were the target of many
humorous barbs, in the form of
golden-voiced A’Capella numThey began by explaining
why you should vote for them:
“I’m not from Kenya, what more
reason do you need?”
They also reminded us that,
thanks to the Citizens United decision, corporations are people,
so the four performers of Kinsey
Sicks, LLC, can legally run for
There was no gaffe left
sponse to Todd Akin’s infamous
“legitimate rape” comment, the
girls wrote and performed “Killing Sperm in My Vagina With
My Mind”, to the tune of James
The vulgar Rachel even
referenced Michele Bachmann’s

‘political speech,’ I don’t do
A sexually-charged show that
relied on audience participation (“Gonorrhea,” to the tune
of ABBA’s “Mamma Mia”, was
sung to Trixie’s “husband”, a
randomly selected audience
member); it was hard to ignore
the political message behind the
“Despite the silliness and
the raunchiness, we have always
seen our show as a platform for
message,” said Irwin Keller, the
male alter-ego of Winnie of the
Strategic communication was
stock and trade for the group’s
Keller and Ben Schatz
(Rachel) began their professional
The group was born in the
“It was a challenging time,”
Keller went on to say that, as
four professionals (the other two
original members were activists),
there was a lot that needed saying to and about the gay commu“Starting the Kinsey Sicks
gave us an opportunity to say all
the s--- that we couldn’t say in
Once the group took off,
Keller said they realized how
much healthier this career was
for them, and how much people

The Kinsey Sicks’ Electile Dysfunction marks the end of
LGBT awareness month.
The girls have found the
soft spot for drag queens and
sweet spot between sexuallycritics of the religious right-wing
charged raunch and witty politiestablishment, I’d venture a guess
cal commentary that makes the
I wasn’t the only one in love with
What’s more, their voices
through, but it doesn’t have to
wade through a lack of talent, which is refreshing beyond
belief when it comes to satirical

And is it so far-fetched to
imagine Harvard Law grads,
community organizers and
authors of civil rights legislation
running our country?

Though I’ve always had a

Scan to view gallery of
Electile Dysfunction

“We burned our diplomas,
bought the pumps and went full20 years and two new
members later, the group is still
Keller calls each show “inspiring and enriching” for the

about how all the election talk
It has to be said: it wasn’t a
“But I don’t want to get into

universitychronicle.net

Atwood After Dark brings in hundreds
JP Winters

eat crepes and sushi, and watch

MARQUEE EDITOR

“Planting bamboo trees
was my favorite,” said Brittany

Multi-culturalism was the
running theme throughout the
latest installment of the monthly

were able to plant bamboo trees,

three of them because two of

“I knew it was going to be a

Central Minnesota
Watercolorists 31st
Annual Show and Sale
Atonement Lutheran Church
Nov. 10, 10 a.m.

multicultural thing,” said Ryan
Diaz, a freshman attending his

having all these things going on
since I’ve been going here,”

the free bowling, and the fact
they have an LGBT show this
“I just knew there was a
movie going on,” said David

Sweets & Strings
Whitney Senior Center
Nov. 9, 9:30 a.m.
*Additional Times
month’s Atwood After Dark focused on multi-culturalism.

The movie “Savages,” being
shown at the AMC Theater, and
The movie, telling a story of
international drug drama, was
released earlier this year, starring Benicio del Toro and John
“There was nudity and guns
There were tables set up
throughout the building, giving
students the opportunity to
dabble in different activities at
The next Atwood After Dark
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SCSU Concert Choir and director Dr. Farell applaud the other choirs at the
conclusion of the Choral Connections Concert.
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St. John’s Preparatory High School performs a selected piece. there were six
high schools in a ttendence at the concert.

Area choirs gather for Choral Connection Concert
JP Winters
MARQUEE EDITOR

SCSU’s Concert Choir
began its season this year in
grand fashion, gathering forces
with six area high schools
to present the 2012 Choral
Connections Concert. Ritsche
Auditorium was packed to the
brim with the families of participants in the choirs as well
as anyone that wanted to hear
some moving choral music. It
out disturbing anyone. After

each song the crowd erupted
into applause.
“The Choral Connections
Concert went great,” said
Randy Olson, president of
the choir. “From the college
perspective it’s interesting seeing ‘this is where I came from
and this is where I’m at now.’
It’s a good way to start our
season because it shows us our
roots and keeps us motivated
to move forward into the next
couple concerts.”
The Concert Choir is
SCSU’s premiere choir with
approximately 70 co-ed mem-

bers. Although the current
season has just begun, choir
members are feeling like it’s
an exceptional year. “I really
enjoy how especially this year
everyone has banded together
and there’s a sense of family
and camaraderie,” said Loren
Monroe, a Vocal Music Education Major in her second year.
“When songs come together
you just get that sense of accomplishment. When we all
it and it just makes me want
to cry.”
Sauk Rapids-Rice, St.

Cloud Apollo, St. Cloud
Cathedral, St. Cloud Tech,
St. John’s Preparatory, and
Sartell were the high schools
that performed alongside the
Concert Choir.
Bill Conboy, a father of a
St. Cloud Tech Student, admitted he was very impressed
with the SCSU Concert
Choir. “I thought they did an
excellent job with their songs,”
Conboy said.
The SCSU Concert
Choir performed “Sleep” by
Eric Whitacre, “Long Time
Trav’ling” by Abbie Betinis,

and “Cindy” by Carol Barnett.
“My favorite will always be
‘Sleep’,” Monroe said.
Olson agreed “I like the
song because it’s so modern,
and it relates to a lot of people
because it’s a nice soft piece.
It’s something high-schoolers
can grab onto because it’s
fairly simple, but there are
a couple things that make it
more complex.”
“‘Long Time Trav’ling’, we
had only been practicing for a
few weeks,” Monroe said. “So
I was really impressed that we
were able to get all our stuff

together. It wasn’t memorized,
but we still did a really great
job.”
“We screwed up a little
bit on ‘Cindy’,” Monroe said.
During this song the choir
split up into pairs, with the
men and women singing back
to each other. The song was
about the pairs being married.
“I think we just didn’t practice
it enough to get over the
giggles of being married.”
Next on the schedule for
the SCSU Concert Choir is
a performance at St. Mary’s
Cathedral on Nov. 11.

Atwood Art Gallery gets an update with a familiar face
Olivia Stebbins
STAFF WRITER

There is hardly anyone
SCSU than a member of the
school’s very own community,
and this weekend, that spirit
of community was alive in the
Atwood Gallery. The gallery
displayed artwork by former
SCSU employee Mike Ripley,
an artist whose talent was publicly discovered only recently.
Ripley was employed as a
general maintenance worker
for 17 years before retiring in
1999. He was in the Air Force
for three years before he went
to college and earned a degree
in liberal arts at the University
of Minnesota in Minneapolis.
Throughout his whole

life, Ripley was developing his
artistic talent.
UPB Visual Arts Coordinator Kim Haney proposed
the show and has monitored
its progress throughout the
last few months. She recognized the potential in Ripley’s
artwork and the ability it could
have to bring validation to
Mike’s life and work.
“It makes it more personal
for the school that it’s someone
who worked here,” Haney
said. “I feel like it’s important
that we can display alumni’s
work. I was glad we were able
to get his work up, since he’s
never displayed it and we’re
play the art.”
Ripley is known as a caring man who pays attention

the gallery opening this past
Tuesday.
me,” said Maya Wetzel, a
GMW here at SCSU and
friend of Ripley. “I knew Mike
was an artist. It was good to
see his self-portrait, the one

SHUN JIE YONG / VISUALS EDITOR

Mike Ripley, an SCSU employee, has his work
shown in the atwood gallery
to every detail of his work.
The gallery helped friends and
family remember the original,
intellectual soul that Ripley

brought to work every day. His
personality showed through
in the artwork his gallery
attendees were able to see at

his personality.”
Ripley’s artwork may
have come as a surprise to his
friends, but it was something
he had carried with him and
developed throughout his life.
“He always drew when he
was young,” said Gail Ripley,
Ripley’s wife. “He started doing arts and crafts in the late
‘70s, early ‘80s. After he was
retired, he was well enough to
do this exclusively.”
The depth of Ripley’s

talent and passion for art went
unrecognized by those who did
not know him well. However,
unveiling his work to the public has been an opportunity for
Ripley’s friends, co-workers
and the students of SCSU, to
realize the hidden qualities not
only within Ripley, but also
within the people we meet
every day.
The gallery showing was
a continuation of the legacy
and service Mike left here at
SCSU. “It was too close to
home for people to not know
that side of him, especially at
the college,” Gail Ripley said.
The gallery is now open
for viewing during the day for
no charge.

REVIEWS

.movie.game.album.book.theater.restaurant.

Minnesota hip-hop gets a new installment
JP Winters
MARQUEE EDITOR

There’s no denying
that hip-hop is an evergrowing staple in the Minnesota music scene. Given
St. Cloud’s approximation
to Minneapolis, I can turn
around in a pub on most
nights and be offered mix
tapes as if they’re cheap rail
shots before bar close. With
the Minneapolis area, it can
be pretty overwhelming for
thing close to talent in the
local rap genre.
Enter The Professor. I
stumbled across The Professor’s music when I visited
my hometown, about 30
miles east of Rochester
about six months ago. The
Professor, a guy I know from
high school who still lives
around the area, asked me
to collaborate on a track
with him. I agreed mostly
to see what he had been up

for the throne.”
After the opener, “Ambitious Decisions Vol. 2”,
meanders its way between
ing pretty consistently from
song to song, ending up
with a 50/50 mixture of

to, not expecting too much
from the music. However,
when he queued up the
was impressed. The Professor’s second album, the
20-tracked “Ambitious Decisions Pt. 2”, was released
about a month ago, and I
ordered it online to see what
he was capable of throwing
onto an album.
Heads up: this is not
politically correct stuff. The
themes in “Ambitious Decisions Pt. 2” align themselves
closely to the infamous
industry standard of drug
use, alcohol consumption, acquisition of money,
profanity aimed at haters,
and seductive (and possibly
offensive) language aimed
at women. If these things
don’t scare you away, there
are some great tracks to be
found on here.
“Who’s Real?” kicks off
the album with a smooth
that rings hard in the ears as

PHOTO COURTESY OF KUNAKI.COM

The Professor plans to release “Ambitious Decisions Volume 3” once his Facebook music page
reaches 200 “Likes”.
the beat vibrates back and
forth. The Professor rhymes
about personal accounts
of betrayal, and two-faced
friends and enemies, rapping, “It just goes to show
/ you can’t trust a soul /

in this world / so cold / on
your own / you gotta know
even your family will take
you out / if you’re headed

purely The Professor, and
the majority of the rest have
collaborations from Poetic,
Cope, Wake N Bake, Jant,
YG Eaze, Loony Jacobs, and
B-Dubb. I found the majority of the faster paced tracks
to be the best, with the
exception of “Cold Streetz
(Ft. YG Eaze)”.
My favorite songs off
the album were “Oh Sh*t!”,
because the hook is deadly
catchy, and “F***ed Up”,
-

rappers, I thought the beats
were quality as well as the
production value, with occasional pitch alteration on the
vocals typically to add layers
to the hook.
If you’re still a little
uneasy about purchasing
an album by an unknown
don’t have to worry about
getting ripped off. The
album is available online
http://kunaki.com/sales.
asp?PID=PX00zj3fj3.
Single songs can also be
downloaded at http://
www.reverbnation.com/
michaeltheprofessorxayaosa.
Buy it and be glad you got
underground quality talent
essentially for the price of
shipping.

myself bobbing side to side
every time I listened to it.

Rating:

Coming Out This Week: Movies. Games. Albums.

Movies:

Games:

Albums:

Skyfall
Lincoln
A Royal Affair
Citadel
Nature Calls

Halo 4

All That Remains: A War You Cannot Win

When Vikings Attack
NASCAR The Game
Portal 2: In Motion
Mass Effect Trilogy

Streetlight Manifesto: The Hands That Thieve

Ne-Yo: R.E.D.
Public Enemy: The Evil of Everything
Major Lazer: Free The Universe
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Husky Sports
Huskies lose 62-49
to Michigan State
Ryan Fitzgerald

Michigan State got their

ASST. SPORTS EDITOR

few minutes in front of the hostile home crowd, shooting a respectable 42.3 percentage from

The men’s basketball team
the young season by losing to
Michigan State Friday night
in East Lansing, 62-49 in an
exhibition game.
The Huskies stayed with
the nationally-ranked Spartans
throughout the entire game,
proving that they are a team to
keep a close eye on the NSIC.
“This was a great team and
said Kevin Schlagel, Husky
head coach.
Sophomore forward Connor Niehaus led the Huskies
with ten points against the
Spartans in a surprising individual offensive effort. “It was
no surprise to us that ConSchlagel said.
Theo Rothstein, a senior
forward, had a great night on
giving him the most rebounds
from either team. The Huskies
out-rebounded the Spartans
32-29 on the emotionallycharged evening.
As the game got going the
Huskies had their struggles
from the charity stripe. The

line. The Spartans had four
on the night with Derrick Nix
points. Adreian Payne got his
rebounds.
SCSU sophomore guard
Kevin Levandaski had a larger
family following at the game
because his uncle is the Spartans’ head coach, Tom Izzo.
Levandaski played around
eight minutes throughout the
game and scored three points
in front of his family and
friends.
“We were so lucky that our
coaches were able to put this
Shaun Jenson senior guard. “It
was a good test for us to see
Division I-ranked Spartans had
its up and downs on the night.
The Huskies are ranked
Times’ pre-season rankings and
they bounce the regular season
off when they travel to St.
John’s to take on the Johnnies

on the night.

Check out
women’s
hockey’s scare
with Hurricane
Sandy
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Lisa Martinson and Hanna Brodt are getting ready for the next offense.

Women’s hockey swept by OSU
Mark Schrom
SPORTS EDITOR

Ohio State University came into Saturday’s game with one
of the best special teams units in the WCHA. Despite two shorthanded goals scored by captain Alex Nelson and Sophomore
Audrey Hanmer, the Huskies were unable to avoid being swept
on the weekend.
The Huskies entered Saturday afternoon’s game reeling from
a hard-fought home-opener 3-2 loss Friday night.
In Friday night’s game, SCSU’s Sophomore Goalie Julie
Friend recorded 32 saves on the night in a game where OSU
out-shot SCSU 35-28.
SCSU’s Freshman Goalie Katie Fitzgerald came into Saturday afternoon’s game as the starting goaltender.
OSU hard when Nelson scored a short-handed goal at only 2:55
seconds into the period.
SCSU’s Molli Mott and Hanmer recorded assists on the play.
The goal came after SCSU’s Callie Dahl was called for tripping.
In the second period, the Buckeyes came out surging, tying

www.universitychronicle.net

into the period. It was the tenth goal of the season for OSU’s
Paige Semenza.
The Huskies continued to try and get shots on goal, but only
put eight shots on goal in the period, the fewest in any period of
the game.
“You know, we created some opportunities tonight, took advantage of the short-handed goals, a couple of great individual
Jeff Giesen head coach, after the game.
The shots on goal that day were relatively even, however
OSU edged SCSU slightly with 33-32.
Both teams were scoreless on the power play.
“They have one of the best power plays in the league, we really shut them down there and played really well defensively. We
just gotta keep that up and get more shots on net and hopefully
need to have more patience with the puck and keep our heads
The Huskies return to action next weekend against Lindenwood University.

Later in the period, the Huskies fought back with another

SHUN JIE YONG / VISUALS EDITOR

Shamus O’Grady using a hand lock on Uthman Rabiu to prevent him from escaping.

Second-ranked Husky wrestling team kicks off season
Matt Nielsen
BEAT REPORTER

The number-two ranked
SCSU wrestling team
started the season on Friday
night with the annual
Black/Red Wrestling Classic at Halenbeck Hall.
The Huskies are coming
into this season with high

and were runners-up at the
DII championships for the
second season in a row.
The Black/Red Classic
is a team warm-up before
they head to Ames, Iowa

for the Harold Nichols
of the year. The younger
and inexperienced wrestlers
were mostly the ones who
competed at the classic with
a few exceptions.
The Huskies announced
honorary coaches for each
team before the matches
started. John Sundgren
coached the red team while
Bob Boek coached the black
team.
Head coach Steve
Costanzo talked about what
the team needs to improve
on going into next weekend’s meet as well as the
expectations of the team

this season.
“We just have to continue to focus on the basic
skills that we have been
working on. We’ve got to
got to work on closing gaps,
getting to our leg attack and
our counter offense a little
bit better. We just can’t sit
back on leads and need to
Costanzo said.
It was a competitive
match all around and both
sides looked like they were
ready to take on opponents
other than the ones on their
own team.
“It’s been a long few

weeks, so we are really
looking forward to wrestling
someone other than our-

seventh, Minnesota State-

A week after traveling to
Ames, SCSU will be on the
road once again when they
travel to Moorhead for the
Finn Grinaker Open. The

“There are probably
some teams this year that
are going to be surprising. Augustana lost a lot
last year but they got an
outstanding group of young
men and Mankato is on the

won’t come until Dec. 8
when they host the Holiday
Inn/Husky Open.
SCSU is the highest
ranking team out of all the
teams in the NSIC, but
the road will not be easy
for them. Other teams
are Upper Iowa, who rank

and Augustana, who came

For the wrestlers, this is
always a nice little warm up
to get the season started off
right. Red-shirt senior Eric
Ellington knew that this
match would help him get
ready for the season.

really get the season started
now and we really have to
get ready for real competi-

said.
Expectations for the
team are as high this year as
they have been the past two
years. Being runners-up just
isn’t quite good enough for
the Huskies.
“I expect the best from
myself, and as a team I
expect the same thing. We
have our eyes on the gold
and it’s a whole new season
and we are going to take it
lington said.
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Husky volleyball
wins two straight
Ryan Fitzgerald
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR

The women’s volleyball team had a successful
weekend going 2-0, beating Minnesota Crookston
Friday night and chomping the Beavers of Bemidji
State Saturday afternoon,
game winning streak of the
season.
The Husky women’s volleyball team came into Friday night’s matchup against
Minnesota Crookston on
an eight-game losing streak,
previous eight-game stretch.
Domination would be
an understatement as the
Huskies shot the Eagles in
the wing, defeating them
in three sets (25-14, 25-19,
eight long games.
“I didn’t realize it was
eight games but winning
makes everything better,”
said head coach Michelle
Blaeser, chuckling. “And it
really feels like we got the
monkey off our backs.”
The team has continued
to improve in all areas but
that. The Huskies are averaging 22 points a set. “The
level of competition has
been tough this stretch and
we’ve had some sickness

the past week,” Blaeser said
about the previous eightgame losing streak.
As a team, the entire
lineup played well, but
junior outside-hitter Jordan
Hansen played a stellar
game. Hansen had nine
kills to go along with her
seven aces. “I was going
for serve and tough trying
to get them out of their
offense,” said Hansen. “The
serve was just going my way
tonight.”
Freshman Kellan Flynn
liberated the Husky offense,
hitting .383 with 11 kills on
the night to lead all Husky
scorers. “We just came
out with a lot of energy
tonight because both of our
coaches told us all week we
need more energy,” Hansen
said.
During the second set,
the Huskies had to claw
their way back from a 13that by calling a timeout at
11-1. “I wanted to slow the
pace down, but didn’t want
to change the lineup,” she
said.
It seemed to work
because they responded
with six straight points and
played well defensively to
eventually win the set. The
Eagles are no slouch of
a team, with a record of
8-10 in conference play and
11-13 overall. “They are a

OLGA RUDAK / STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

good team with good out
and mid-hitters, so winning
in three sets was just awesome,” Hansen said.
When the third set
rolled around the Huskies
seemed to have it in the
bag, being up 21-8, and the
Eagles soared back with
seven unanswered points.
“We got a little lackadaisical and we have to put the
game away when we have a
huge lead,” Blaeser said.
SCSU would travel
to Bemidji for a Saturday
afternoon game, and going
in Blaeser said she wanted
to win and win in three sets.

“We’re going to watch a lot
to go against another quality team.”
The Huskies continued
to roll by beating the Beavers Saturday afternoon in
three quick sets for consecutive games (25-20. 25-23,
25-18).
Coming into the game
Blaeser had a game plan in
mind, stating “Our goal for
today was to have a minimum of 12 kills in each set.
We managed to put down
14 in set one, 12 in set two
and 14 in set three. We had
a phenomenal team effort.

Our focus was to score, and
we did just that,” Blaeser added. “Ellie had an
with 10 kills and no errors.
ten blocks. I’m so proud for
the all around team victory”
Dietzen notched a .500
attack percentage with 10
kills and zero errors on the
day, leading the Huskies in
all major categories. Outside hitters Dani Domeier
and Hansen had respectable showings with Donmeier having eight kills with
14 digs, and Hansen had
seven kills with eight digs

to contribute to Huskies
victory.
“We wanted to come
out and prove that we are a
solid team and we did that
today,” Hansen said about
the Huskies two game winning streak.
This victory improves
SCSU’s overall record
to 8-18 and 4-14 in the
tough NSIC. They close
out the season with two
home games this weekend
against the University of
Mary Friday night, followed
by Minot State Saturday
afternoon.
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Men’s hockey splits
series with Denver
Ryan Fitzgerald
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR

The men’s hockey team
they faced off against thirdranked Denver University
and came out with a split
against rival WCHA foe.
Friday night the Huskies
blanked the Pioneers 3-0
and extended their winningmarks the Huskies’ second
shutout of the 2012-13
Denver since 1999 when
Scott Meyers was between
the pipes.
SCSU came out ready
to go on Friday, jumping out
to a quick 2-0 lead on goals
by junior forward Nic Dowd
and freshman forward Kalle
Kosilla. Dowd has now
games and has had a point
in all seven games while
Kosilla has scored a goal in
his last four games to lead all
SCSU freshmen with eight
points.
The Huskies padded
their 2-0 lead in the third
period when Dowd recorded
his second goal of the game,
totaling six on the season
to complement his six assists. Dowd is the Huskies’
scoring leader early on with
12 and ranks second in the

nation.
Sophomore goaltender
Ryan Faragher was stellar
between the pipes, gaining
his second shutout of the
year, saving 28 shots on the
evening. This was Faragher’s
third recorded shutout since
he’s been a goalie at SCSU.
Faragher and Pioneers
goalie, Sam Brittain, saw
many shots on the evening
but DU out-shot SCSU
28-26. SCSU was also 1-4
on the power play in comparison to DU’s 0-2. This
marked the fourth consecutive game that the Huskies
have not let up a power play
goal.
Saturday night came
around quickly and the
Pioneers showed why they’re
a force to be reckoned with
by dominating the Huskies
game win streak.
The Pioneers came out
with a purpose Saturday
evening, getting on the
board early at 3:48 in the
ripped a shot past Faragher. Junior forward Cory
Thorson tied the game up
moments later at 5:01 on an
assist by sophomore forward
Nick Oliver and freshman
defenseman Ethan Prow.
DU came back and
went up 2-1 when Drew
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Shore charted a goal that
he blasted by Faragher.
The period ended with no
additional scoring, but the
second period is when the
Pioneers took off on the
Huskies, scoring two goals
in the second to give them a
4-1 lead for the period.

Fargaher was taken out
of the game by SCSU head
coach Bob Motzko minutes
into the second period and
was replaced by freshman
net-minder Rasmus Reijola.
Faragher was credited with
11 saves and Reijola stopped
16 DU shots.

Once again, the Huskies
were out-shot in the game
power play goal that came
off of the stick of Knowlton
that completed his hat trick
on the night.
The Huskies are now
(5-3-0, 3-1-0) in the WCHA,

being the 18th ranked team
in the country. They have an
enormous series against the
always-tough North Dakota when the Sioux make
their way to the NHEC this
weekend.
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Giants
win big
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Ryan Fitzgerald
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR

started with the San Fran-

They had the lead for the

49ers quarterback Alex Smith had an impressive outing last Monday night on prime-time television completing 18 of 19 passes.

2-run blast in the bottom of

NFL WEEK 8:

Halfway point of season

Matt Nielsen
BEAT REPORTER

Jacksonville at Green Bay: In a game

-

The NFL is now halfway through its 2012 sea-

Washington at Pittsburgh:

-

to. This is the least amount

-

Indianapolis at Tennessee

Tampa Bay at Minnesota:
-

Oakland at Kansas City: The

-

-

ing three runs that were by

-

NY Giants at Dallas:

Carolina at Chicago:
New England at St. Louis

-

-

-

-

-

San Diego at Cleveland:

New Orleans at Denver: The New

Miami at NY Jets:

-

-

-

time in the series. There were
a total of three homeruns

-

a game-tying longball by

history that the two reignhomeruns in the same game

Seattle at Detroit:

San Francisco at Arizona

-

Atlanta at Philadelphia:
-

-

with three dingers. He batted

TIMBERWOLVES COLUMN:

Bench helps get win

Matt Femrite
CONTRIBUTING REPORTER

-

-

-

-

They should be sitting
last season but battled foul trouble that started

showers.
are deadly when it matters.

Timberwolves’ Derrick Williams attempts a block.

